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Why is your solution 
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Build up your speech ! 
Look for information and find out about your candidate’s arguments 
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You are going to embody your candidates’ parody . Prepare yourself to react and perform 
your character ! 
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You  are a journalist . You will be in charge of making a short press review on your 
candidate just before the radio show.  

1) Focus on your candidate and read about him. 
2)  Report your findings in the grid below 

Articles’ title TRUMP CLINTON

« Interwoven 
portraits »

Political party

Start of presidential 
campaign 

Background/
work experiences ? 

specificities ?

« Let the trash 
talk begin ! » 

What is the problem?

Why is it a problem ?

« The 
message 
behind the 
fashion » 

Choice on fashion? 

Criticisms 
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